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“Kids, young and old, fall in love with math when they see how real-life and effortless it becomes
thanks to these books.” --Kimberly D. Mueller, Ed.D., First Grade Teacher, Ashbrook School,
Lumberton NJBeep Beep, Vroom Vroom! is perfect for teaching pattern recognition to pre-K
through kindergarteners. The yellow cars beep! The red cars vroom! As Molly plays with her big
brother’s toy cars, readers will see and recognize patterns, an essential first step in learning to
reason from the specific to the general. But can Molly put the cars back in the right order before
her brother returns?Kids will love the story and the illustrations by Chris L. Demarest. Parents
and educators will love how the story and pictures make understanding the math concepts a
breeze—as well as the concrete examples of how math works. The book contains activities for
adults to do with kids to extend math into their own lives. Math skills are life skills, and the
MathStart series supports success!This award-winning series by Stuart J. Murphy teaches math
through stories and visual models63 books divided into three levels with 21 books in eachFun
activities kids will love are included to help parents and teachers emphasize the
lessonsEngaging and relatable stories, with each story revolving around practical applications of
the math concept presentedLively art from top-notch illustratorsCharts and other visual
representations help children understand how the math works and promote deeper
comprehensionMathStart's unique combination of stories, illustrations, and visual models helps
teachers and parents in the teaching of math and provides all children with the opportunity to
succeed.The math concepts taught in MathStart books conform to state and national standards.
Level 1 is Pre-K–Kindergarten; Level 2 is Grades 1–3; Level 3 is Grades 2–4. The series follows
math topics across grades so there is a foundational path to learning that runs through the
levels.Help kids with their math skills plus their reading skills with the engaging and fun
MathStart series!

From School Library JournalPreSchool-Grade 1-This fine offering introduces the concept of
patterns. Kevin has red, yellow, and blue cars that he always lines up in a special way on his
shelf. His little sister Molly wants to play, but is told she is too young. Of course, she takes a turn
the second Kevin leaves the room. Overhearing the "vrooming, crashing, and beeping," Dad and
Mom remind her that she must put the cars back on the shelf exactly the way Kevin left them.
This allows her several opportunities to arrange the vehicles in different ways. This clever book
not only gives young readers the opportunity to identify color patterns, but also has the added
bonus of a repetitive story, complete with sound effects. Whenever the children play with the
cars, some variation of the refrain "VROOM VROOM zoomed the red cars. BEEP BEEP honked
the yellow cars. CRASH CRASH banged the blue cars" ensues. Primary-color cartoon
illustrations depict the family, a playful pooch, and plenty of toy-car action. Two concluding pages



provide discussion questions and activities to reinforce the math as well as a few suggestions for
further reading. However, many children will enjoy this book simply for the story and the colorful
pictures.Jackie Hechtkopf, Rose Ruth Freudberg Memorial Library, Washington, DC Copyright
2000 Reed Business Information, Inc.From the Back CoverThe yellow cars beep! The red cars
vroom! As Molly plays with her big brother’s toy cars, readers will see and recognize patterns, an
essential first step in learning to reason from the specific to the general. But can Molly put the
cars back in the right order before her brother returns? About the AuthorStuart J. Murphy is a
visual learning specialist. A graduate of the Rhode Island School of Design, he has a strong
background in design and art direction. He also has extensive experience in the world of
educational publishing. Drawing on all these talents, Stuart J. Murphy brings a unique
perspective to the MathStart series. In MathStart books, pictures do more than tell stories; they
teach math.Stuart J. Murphy and his wife, Nancy, live in Boston.Chris L. Demarest, illustrator of
many children's books, including Firefighters A to Z, I Invited a Dragon to Dinner, Mayday!
Mayday!, T. Rex at Swan Lake, and the Supertwins series, lives in Claremont, New
Hampshire.Read more
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            Pages 9 - 39 are not included in this sample.
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Jennifer N., “Patterns everywhere. This was a great read during patterns lesson in my pre-k
class. The kids grasped the concept easily, and were able to make their own patterns. Thanks for
making my lesson easier.”

Danielle, “Good Book. Used this book for my pre school classroom read aloud. Enough words
and pictures/visuals to keep 3-5 year olds engaged but not long enough to lose them.”

Davd Boardman, “Wonderful book!. This is a great book for teaching math concepts such as
patterns, but also fun for younger children because of the repetition and fun noises you get to
make as you read!”

Kristin P, “Very Engaging for Toddlers. Such a cute silly story, very engaging for young readers
and also teaches about patterns. My kids wanted to flip through the book many times to get the
pattern right.”

Valerie Jo, “Excellent book on patterns. Excellent book on patterns, sorting and learning colors.
Great for preschool.  It arrived on time and in great conditions.”

Carreer, “Four Stars. Great book for teaching math concepts.”

Mary Podany, “Engaging Book!!. GREAT book for teaching patterns as well as cause and effect
and early predicting skills.  Very entertaining book!!”

Reader, “They are simply fantastic! Mr. We have most of the MathStart books. They are simply
fantastic! Mr. Murphy has a knack for simplifying the concept for little kids and the illustrations
are very striking. We read a new one every week and read it once a day (an idea borrowed from
a friend).The books also have some activities that go with the concept.”

Radha, “Thank you. Good book”

Saloni, “Love it. Love it”

The book by Stuart J. Murphy has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 169 people have provided feedback.
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